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The expanded bandwidth of power supplies with fast-pro-
gramming capabilities, compared to conventional power supplies,
is achieved by circuit changes including the removal of output and
feedback capacitors which serve as gain-roll-off networks and
restabilizing the controlloop by means of lag networks. This sec.
tion lists high voltage "OPS" models and bipolar "BOP" models
which are exclusively wide band power ampllflers.
A different class of fast programmable power supply are the
"A TE" and "8HK" series, listed elsewhere in this catalog. These
models have the unique ability 10 be user-conflgured for either
fasl-programmable or conventional operation. When conflgured
for fast-programable operation, the comments below are ap-
plicable.
The ability to respond to fast control signals is accompanied by
several constraints which must be fully appreciated by potential
users of fast programmable power supplies.
I, There is same increase in the unprogrammed output deviation

speci/ication (ripple andnoise), To minimize this increase, the
construct1on of fastprogrammable units is distinguished from
conventional power supplies by a greater emphasis on shield.
ing and component placement to minimize noise pickup. In ac-
tual applications, such power supplies require greater atten.
tion to such details as ground loop avoidance, shielding. use of
twisted pairs, wlre routing. etc.

2. A conventional power supply responds slowly to input signals
and its dynamic stability is govemed by the large output
capacitor. As a result, its unity Hain crO88over frequency is at a
very low frequency and the phase margin (a measure of stabili-
ty) is very large. A conventional power supply therefore
r8p1'esents a very stahle closed-loop system even with reactive
loads, since any additional phase-shift introduced by the load
is at a frequency rar away flom the unity gain crossover fre-
quenq (See Fig. 1).
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Flgure 1: Galn.frequency plot, conventional power supply
showlng narrow bandwidth, large stabillty margin
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fast programmable
power su pplies

Fast programmable power supplIes end convertible models in
their fast-programmable mode are far less tolerant of load
reactance. Since bandwidth has been vastly increased. the uni-
ty gain crossover frequency lies at a much higher frequency
and therefore the stability margin has correspondingiy
decreased (See Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: Gain.frequency plot, falt programmable power lupply
showlng Increaled bandwldth, and reduced Itability margin

A fast programmable power supply. although stable wlth
resistlve loads. may become unstable wlth reactive loads. The
reason is the additional phase-shift introduced by a reactlve
load at its output. This may shift the power supply's response
curve precariously dose to the unity 8ain crossover frequency
and thereby reduce the stability margin. As a result. the power
supply may. with Mactiv8 loads. exhibit instability or even
oscillatory behavior. For stable operation of a fast program-
mable power supply. the reactive load characteristlcs must be

A major part of the specifications for the various fast program-
mahle models Is devoted (as might be expected) to dynamics.

Under-this heading there are specifications rar:
. The maximum slewing rate.
.
.
.
.
.

Programming time constant.

Frequency response.
Voltage recovery for step-load current.
Current recovery for step-load voltage.
Output Impedance (versus frequency).

These specifications are designed to live a profile of the responses
to variOUl dynamic stimuli in both the time aod frequency do-
mains.

Special terms used in th... speciftCltions Ire defined In 1118 glossary sectlon.
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The Bipolar Operatlonal Power Supply, combines the capabillties of fast-
programmable power suppiles. ilke the A TE, wlth a bidirectlonal
complementary.symmetry output stage that can respond In elthe!' dlrectlon
from zero. The BOP is: In effect. a large. d-c coupled, inverting power
ampilfier. It ia made In a bench/system-rack form wlth a single control-
channel equipped wlth a patch-board panel tor easy access 10 Ihe control

I~~. I
bipolar operational
voltage stabilizer

MODEL TABLE

VOLTAGE CONTROL CHANNEL
OUTPUT RANGE: The unique character of the BOP. its ability to
operate with either positive or negative output. bidirec1ionally. as
a source. is enhanced by its ability to function as a limited sink.
BOP is a .'sink ,. when the polarity of its voltage does not agree with

the direction of its current-it absorbs energy.
If voltage and current are plotted orthogonally. as in Figure 1.
quadrants I and In are the source quadrants. 11 and IV are sink
quadrants. The operating region of a BOP is defined by the shaded
portion of the output characteristic.
CONTROL/PROGRAMMING: BOP models have a front panel
patch board with a built-in vemier voltage feedback rheostat and
bipolar reference. Output voltage is controlled by controlling the
reference potentiomettJr tram the plus ( +) to the minus ( -) refer-
ence through zero. The output voltage is proportioned to the se-
lected reference by the feedback rheostat. The patch board con- DYNAMICS
struction makes it easy to sum or substitute other potentials at the E h BOP. ui ed ' th ' t aI f tl I I t .t h,. ac Iseq pp Wt anlnern ,as sowseecorsWtc,
Input and to substitute extemal feedback to stabillze current or Th I ' t ' It .cts th b d .dth th t th BOP. e s ow posllon re n e an Wt so a e can
such physlcal phenomena as heBt. speed. force. or electrochernical d ' . I d ' th t tri ti Th I it "ct' nve reactlve oa s Wl ou res c on, e s ow pos Ion IS re-
a Ion, commended tor low frequency or d-c appllcation to discrirnrninate

OFFSETS: The equivalent offset voltage and current variations against bisher frequency pick-up noise,
tor BOP are tabulated tor the effect of source changes. load,
temperature. and time, Calculate their effect on the output by the OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: Expressed as a function of frequency. the
relations hip: output impedance is a measure of dynarnic stabilization. As a volt-

.1E = :t.1E (Rf /R,):t.1E' (1 + Rf /R,):t.1l' IRf ) agestabilizer.thed-candlowfrequencyvalueisgivenbytheload0 r 1 10 I 10 ff freq bo th b ' I" ff th ' ~
, , " e ect. At uencies a ve e sta I lzer s cuto . e lIDl"""ance

where Rf IS the feedback rheostat and Rj IS the mput r8SlStor tram increase with frequency becomes asymptotic to the tabulated
the reference. Er characteristic series inductance. As a current stabilizer. the inlped-

OFFSET NULLING: The initial or bias part of the maiD control ance decrease above the stabilizer's cutoff frequency becomes
channel's voltage offset IEiol and current offset IlioJ can be nulled asyrnptotic to the tabulated charactermic shunt capacitance. The
Izeroed) by built-in trimmers. table gives these values tor each BOP model,
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I2IWhichever Is greater.
13)One terminal muat be grounded. or connected so that the common mode

current doea not flow through the load or. in current mode. through the
current. sensing resistor.

C4lPeak-to-peak ripple ja measured over a 20 Hz to 10 MHz bandwidth.

REFERENCES: A pair of .i:6.2V .i:5". 1 milliampere references
referred to the comrnon/sense terminal are provided for offsetting
or biasing purposes.

GAIN: The open-loop d-c gain i! in excess of 35.000 volts/volt.

CURRENT STABILIZATION
The BOP is equipped with a pair of built-in current.seosing and
feedback arrangements tor protective limiting:. They are set tor ap-
proximately 11 0 ~ of the rated current In both directions and are
not adjustable.

For the preclsion contral of current. bidirectionally. the feedback
to the main contral channel can be reconfigured so as to sample
the drop across an extemal current-sensing resistor in the common
output lead.
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Model BOP 36-1.5M
(81ze A-"half-racki

DISTORTION: For a small signal (2 volts peak-to-peak. no load).
harmonic distortion is less than 0.5 % .

BANDWIDTH/PROGRAMMING SPEED: The dynamics of the
BOP output may be expressed in both the time domain (as its re-
sponse to a step-program) or in the frequency domain (bandwidth
tor large and small signals). These figures are tabulated below.

MG - - - - -"__18 SMTCM I". .15M ... 72-1.5M n-w
8A\IIMIOTH FAST 13 -Hz 13 ~ 13 _Hz 13 ~z 13 ~

(d~IO'-- ~ G.'~ I~Z 1~ I~ I~

~MMING FAST 12,. 12~. 12_. 12,-. 12~.
TlIlECI*STANTo ~ ~~. I~~. I~-. I~-. I~-':
LARGE SI6IIAl FAST 25 ~ 21 _Hz . - 21 ~ . ~z
F~UENCY RESPONSE ~ 1 ~z 3 ~ 3 ~ 2 - 2 --
SlEWIM; RATE FAST 'NI,.. 48Y/~. 4.W/,. VII,.. VII,..

~! 0 lVI,.. ONI,-. G.NI,-. O.VlI... OW/...

TAANSOT MCOVERV
(S. l.8d c.,..)
V~ FAST ~,-. ~,- ~,. 50,-. ~,-.

Sla. 500~. -,-. -~. ~~. ~~.
CooIM FAST~,. ~~. ~~. .~ .~

$UM 1- ~,-. -~. -~ -..
"Input feedback set for galn ~ 10.

STABILITY. LOAD REACTANCE: The BOP power supply be-
haves like a wideband amplifier, or, U a 1st order (single break-
point) closed loop feedback system. The phase-gain versus fre.
quency characterlstic is determined by the f -3dB breakpoint (cor-
ner) frequency, es indicated in the dynamic specification table.
The closed loop gain is given by: Eo (setting)6 .

The unity gain crossover frequency, with 90- phase margin, is a
relatively high frequency. and the power supply, although stahle
with a resistive load, may become unstable and even oscillate into
reactive loads. The additional phase shirt, created by a reactive
load (RC in voltage mode and UR in current mode) with a break-
point approaching the unity gain crossover frequency, will cause
the BOP's dynamic response to exhibit a peak end even sustain os.
cillation. If the load's breakpoint is at a frequency much below the
BOP's, the power supply will be stahle. hut the frequency response
will be governed by the load's time constant.

GENERAL

SERIESIPARALLEL: Unitsmay be connected in series rar added
voltage. using a master/slave interconnection. They cannot be used
in parallel.

ISOLATION FROM GROUND: The circuit and output terminals or
BOP have no d-c connection to ground. and may be floated up to
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SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

Model BOP 15-20M
(Slze C-"'ull-rack")

500 volts (d< or peak) off ground. The common mode current from
output to ground is less than 5 microamperes rms. 50 micro-
amperes. peak-to-peak at 115V a<. 60 Hz.
SOURCE POWER REQUIREMENTS: Units are factory-wired tor
105-125V a<. 5G-65 Hz power. A simple jumper change will re-
configure the input tor 21G-250V a<. SG-65 Hz. The two :t36V
BOP models (in a half.rack package) are protected by a fuse. The
twO :t 72V models and the :t lSV unit (in the full-rack size) are pro-
tected by a drcuit breaker. All models incorporate a "low-source"
voltage monitor which trips an internal clamp at tum-off (pre-
cluding overshoot). A timing circuit delays reapplication of source
power tor approximately 2 seconds.

TEMPERATURE RATINGS:

Storage: -40'C to +85.C.
Operating: -20'C to +6S.C. Cooling is by built-in. sealed-
hearing blowers exhausting to the rear. Full output current is
delivered at +6S.C. No derating, or extemal beat sink is re-

quired.
STANDARDS: BOP models are designed and tested in accordance
with NEMA standard PY-1-1972 and IEC recommendation 478

(parts 1-4).
TERMINALS: BOP models are equipped with a 1G-terminal patch
board providing convenient access to the signal input. output.
feedback, and reference points. The front panel connections are

duplicated on a rear-mounted barrier-strip.

METERS: Half.rack models use a single 2-inch recessed meter tor
reading d< volts and amperes and a< (rms) volts. Accuracy is
:t 3 %. The full-rack models bave independent 3-incb recessed
meters with :t2% accuracy.

MOUNTING: Tbe "full-rack" sized models have accessory flanges
for direct installation in standard 19-inch racks. Half-rack sized
models may be mounted in RA-24 rack adapter.

DIMENSIONS: (English in inches. metric in mm.)
See dimensional drawings.

English Me.sure:
Size A: 51hili x 811/JZW x 121/.0*
Size B: 51/Jili x 811/3ZW X 171/.0*
Size C: 51/3ili x 161/zW** x 171/840*
Metric Me.sure:
Size A: 132.6 H x 211.9 W x 327.00*
Size B: 132.6 H x 211.9 W x 441.3 0*
Size C: 132.6 H x 419.1 W** x 432.2 0*

"behind panel.
""with "ears" standard 19" panel width.
FINISH: Panel: Light gray color 26440. Fed. Std. 595.

Gose: Charcoal gray texture.

Special terms used in these specifications are defined in the gtossary sectIon.




